This paper consists of two parts. In the first, the existence of solutions of inhomogeneous and the semilinear abstract Cauchy problem have been proved. It has been done by C-semigroups which are generalisation of Cosemigroups. The C-semigroups can be applied to the many differential and integral equations that may be modelled as an abstract Cauchy problem on a Banach space, where strongly continuous Co-semigroups cannot be applied directly, for example to ill-posed problems. In the second part, the existence of the entire C-group for the hyperbolic type abstract problem has been proved. Finally, the theory of C-groups have been applied to generalised backward parabolic equation (ill-posed problem) and hyperbolic one in the space L p (tt), p> 1. 
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At first we will consider the following linear abstract Cauchy problem (1) u
'(t) = Au(t) + /(/), t G (0, T), «(0) = x.
DEFINITION 3. If A generates a C-regularised semigroup {W(i)}, t > 0, x G Im(C) and / G C((0,T),Im(C)), then we may define a mild solution of (1) by t (1') u{t) = W{t)C~xx + \W(ta)C _1 /(«)<&-o Next we will be considered the semilinear initial value problem (2) tt'(f) = Au(t) + f(t,u(t)),t G (0,T),u(0) = x. X is said to be a mild solution of the problem (2) , if u G C((0,T),X) for any x G Im(C) and u satisfies the following integral equation
is said to satisfy Lipschitz condition with respect to w, uniformly in t G (0 ,T), with constant L > 0 if ||C-\f(t,w 2 ) -/(i,ti;i))|| < L\\W 2 -wi|| for every t G (0,T), w 1 ,w 2 G X. 
Then there exists a unique mild solution of the problem (2).
Proof. Define the operator P, from
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We prove by induction on n that ||(P" U )(i) -(P"®)(t)|| < " *llc«o,D,jr).
Suppose that this inequality holds with n -1, i.e., 
IKP-MW -(P-^KOII
(ii) veC({0,T),D(A)).
Proof. For h > 0 the following identity holds 
= Av(t) + f(t) for t G (0,T). It is clear that u(t) = W(t)C~lx + v(t) is the solution of the problem (1).
An 
THEOREM 4. Let the function f : (0,T) x Y C(Y) be a Lipschitz continuous in Y, uniformly in t G (0, T) and let f(t, y) be a continuous from (0, T) into C(Y) for each y £Y, then for any x G C(Y) the problem (2) has a unique classical solution on {0,T).
Proof. First we apply Theorem 1 in Y and obtain a mild solution u G C({0,T),Y)
satisfying in Y (a fortiori in X) the integral equation f(t,u(t)), t G (0,T) . Then, by the assumption of our theorem, it follows that g(t) e C(Y) for t e (0,T) and g e
C((0,T),C(Y)).
Theorem 2 guarantees existence of a unique classical solution v on (0 ,T) for the linear problem (5) v'(t) + Av = g(t),v(
if g e C((0,T),C(Y)) and x e C(Y). This solution is then clearly also a mild solution of (5) DEFINITION 9. Suppose that B is closed densely defined operator such that (-oo, 0) is contained in the resolvent set q(B), with {r||(r + B) -1 }, r > 0} bounded. The spectrum of B is contained in 5© = {re'^r > 0, \<f>\ < 0} for some 0 < n. For the operator B it can be defined the fractional power {-B a }. If zero is in q{B) and 0 < Q0 < f, then {-B a } can be defined as the generator of exponentially decaying strongly continuous analytic semigroup {T a (t)}, t > 0, given by r, where 0 < (¡> < tt, a<f> < y, t > 0, and is the boundary of S^ [1] . When zero is not in q(B), another formula [2] defines the fractional powers, with the same properties. Rem ark 3. Definition 9 and Theorem 5 guarantee that, if -B generates an analytic semigroup in a Banach space X and 0 G q(B), then exists Bi, and -B? generates a strongly continuous analytic semigroup; both operators B 2, -B 2 will generate entire C-groups with the same C = e~e B (see [4] ). that iB2 generates an entire group {,? e (z)}, z G C, with C equal to e~e B . Now the family of bounded operators {W e (z)}, z G C, on X x X will be defined as follows is W e (z) = 2 
iB$(S e (z) + S e (-z)) S £ (z)-S £ {-z) -B{S e {z) -S £ (-z)) iB*(S e (z) + S £ (-z))
Making some routine calculations, we obtain d dz
W £ (z) = -B(S e (z) -S £ (-z)) iB*(S e (z) + S £ (-z)) -iBl(S £ (z) + S £ (-z)) -B(S e (z) -S e (-z))
A W £ (z)x guarantee that A generates C e -group
